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Abstract

Many noise suppression systems are based on (short-term) spectral-domain filtering by using an
analysis-synthesis filter-bank. This filtering technique causes a relatively high signal delay as a
filter-bank for the analysis and synthesis part is needed. In this contribution, a filter structure with
a significantly lower signal delay is presented. The proposed low delay filter achieves a higher

amount of noise reduction than an analysis-synthesis filter-bank with the same signal delay.

1. Introduction

Today, noise reduction systems are often in-
tegrated into speech processing and transmis-
sion systems, such as mobile phones, hands-
free telephony, tele-conferencing systems, or
hearing aids. For such systems, a low signal
delay is an important necessity for a convenient
and pleasant speech communication.

The enhancement of noisy speech is usually
performed by means of spectral weighting em-

ploying a (DFT) analysis-synthesis filter-bank

(AS FB). This method causes a relatively high
signal delay as an analysis FB and synthesis
FB is needed. In [1], an approach to reduce
the signal delay of a noise reduction system
based on an AS FB is presented.

A different approach to decrease the signal
delay due to filtering is to employ the recently
proposed filter-bank equalizer (FBE) [2], [3].
This filter(-bank) has a lower signal delay
than the corresponding AS FB for the same
number of frequency bands and prototype filter

length. The noise reduction (noise attenuation
and speech quality) achieved by the FBE and
the corresponding AS FB is similar [4].

A modification of the FBE is presented in
this contribution. The proposed low delay filter

(LDF) allows to reduce the signal delay in a
simple and flexible manner.

2. Low Delay Filter

The principle of the low delay filter (LDF)
applied for noise reduction is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Low delay filter (LDF) for adaptive

filtering. (Vectors are marked by the underline

and the ’circle-dot’ denotes an element-wise

vector multiplication.)

The LDF is a modification of the uniform
filter-bank equalizer (FBE) [2], [3]. The block
’filter conversion’ is inserted to further reduce
the signal delay without requiring a parameter
adjustment of the gain calculation.

The M spectral coefficients X(k′) are cal-
culated at a reduced rate k′ = k/r by
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means of a DFT polyphase network (PPN)
analysis FB (cf. [5]). This allows the pro-
totype lowpass filter with impulse response
h = [ h(0), . . . , h(L) ]T to be longer than the
DFT size M to increase frequency selectiv-
ity. The calculation of the M spectral gains

W (k′) = [ W0(k
′), . . . , WM−1(k

′) ]T can be
done by common spectral speech estimators,
e.g., [6], [7]. The obtained spectral gains with
0 ≤ Wi(k

′) ≤ 1 are of zero phase. The
generalized discrete Fourier transform (GDFT)

wn(k′) =
M−1∑

i=0

Wi(k
′)e−j 2 π

M
(n−n0) (i−i0) (1)

with n0 = L/2 and i0 = 0 yields L + 1 time-
domain weighting factors wn(k′), due to the
implicit periodicity of the (G)DFT, with linear
phase. (This can also be achieved by a DFT of
the gains Wi(k

′) followed by a cyclic shift of
wn(k′) by L/2 samples.) The filter coefficients

hs(n, k′) = h(n)wn(k′) ; n = 0, . . . , L (2)

constitute the time-domain filter of the FBE.
The signal delay is further reduced by approx-
imation of the time-domain filter of Eq. (2)
by a filter with lower filter degree P and

impulse response ĥs(n, k′). The time-varying
coefficients a(k′) of this filter are calculated
by the additional block ’filter conversion’ in
Fig. 1. In the following, two different filter
approximations will be proposed to realize the
low delay filter (LDF).

2.1 Moving-Average Low Delay Filter

The original filter (of the FBE) can be approx-
imated by an FIR filter of degree P < L em-
ploying a technique very similar to FIR filter
design by windowing, e.g., [5]. The impulse
response hs(n) of Eq. (2) is truncated by a

window sequence of length P+1 according to1

ĥs(n) = an = hs(n)winP (n − nc) (3)

with winP (n)

{
6= 0 ; 0 ≤ n ≤ P

= 0 ; else .
(4)

1The time-dependency of the filter coefficients on k′ will be

dropped in the sequel for the sake of simplicity.

The window sequence and the value nc can
be chosen, e.g., to obtain a linear phase filter.
The approximation of the original filter by a
moving-average (MA) filter results in the MA
LDF. To ease the treatment, the term (MA)
LDF shall refer to the overall system according

to Fig. 1, and the term (MA) filter includes only

the actual filter with impulse response ĥs(n).

2.2 Auto-Regressive Low Delay Filter

A lower signal delay than for the MA filter can
be achieved by a minimum phase filter. Here,
an allpole filter or auto-regressive (AR) filter,
respectively, will be regarded since the phase
response must not be approximated for noise
reduction applications.
The P + 1 coefficients an of the AR filter

Ĥs(z) =
a0

1 −
P∑

n=1

an z−n

(5)

are determined by the filter coefficients hs(n)
of Eq. (2) by methods taken from parametric
spectrum analysis, e.g., [5]. The relation be-
tween the coefficients hs(n) and an is given
by the Yule-Walker equations



ϕ(1)

...

ϕ(P )



=




ϕ(0) . . . ϕ(1−P )

...
. . .

...

ϕ(P−1) . . . ϕ(0)



 ·




a1
...

aP





(6)

with

ϕ(λ) =

L−|λ|∑

n=0

hs(n)hs(n + λ) ; 0 ≤ |λ| ≤ P

(7)

a0 =

√√√√ϕ(0) −

P∑

n=1

an ϕ(−n) . (8)

The used auto-correlation method to calculate
ϕ(n) ensures a symmetric Toeplitz structure for
the auto-correlation matrix in Eq. (6), which
allows to solve the Yule-Walker equations effi-
ciently by means of the Levinson-Durbin recur-
sion, e.g., [5]. The obtained AR filter is always
stable and of minimum phase since the auto-
correlation matrix is positive-definite.
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3. Algorithmic Complexity & Signal Delay

The algorithmic complexity for the two pre-
sented LDFs is listed in Table I.

calculation of hs(n, k′)
and MA / AR filtering

multiplications 1

r
(2M log

2
(M) + 2L+2)+P +1

additions 1

r
(3M log

2
(M)+L+1−M)+P

memory L+2M+P

filter conversion for MA LDF

multiplications 1

r
(P +1)

additions 0

memory 0

filter conversion for AR LDF

multiplications 1

r
((P +1)(L+4) + P (Mdiv + Msqrt))

additions 1

r
((P +1)(L+2) + P (Adiv + Asqrt))

memory 3P

Table I: Algorithmic complexity in terms of

required average number of real multiplications

and real additions per input sample, and num-

ber of delay elements (memory) for a MA LDF

and AR LDF of filter degree P .

The DFT and GDFT can be calculated effi-
ciently by means of the FFT, cf. [5], [4]. The
algorithmic complexity for the calculation of
the filter coefficients hs(n, k′) and the actual
time-domain filtering is equal for both LDFs.

The variable Mdiv refers to the number of

multiplications needed for a division operation,
and Msqrt represents the number of multiplica-
tions needed for a square-root operation. These
values depend on the numeric procedure and
accuracy used to perform these operations. Ac-
cordingly, the variables Adiv and Asqrt denote
the additions needed for a division and square-
root operation, respectively. (The complexity
for the gain calculation in Fig. 1 is not consid-
ered in Table I.)

The AR filter degree can be chosen signific-
antly lower than the MA filter degree for a
similar amount of noise reduction, in terms
of noise attenuation and speech quality (cf.

Sec. 4), such that both approaches require a
comparable computational complexity.

The realization of discrete filters can be done

by different filter forms, e.g., [5]. The imple-
mentation of the MA / AR filter by the trans-
posed direct form II has been found suitable to
avoid filter-ringing effects. These effects can
occur for time-varying filter coefficients and
become audible by disturbing artifacts.
The (algorithmic) signal delay of the filter can

be determined by

d0 = arg max
λ∈Z

{ϕxy(λ)} (9)

with ϕxy(λ) denoting the cross-correlation se-
quence between the input sequence x(k) and
the output sequence y(k) of the filter2. The

signal delay of a MA filter with linear phase
and degree P amounts to P/2 samples. A
maximal signal delay of only a few samples
has been observed for the AR filter regarded
in Sec. 4. The AS FB requires non critically
down-sampling (r < M), i.e., an overlap
between consecutive signal frames, to avoid
aliasing effects. This restriction is not given for
the LDF because of the time-domain filtering.

4. Simulation Example

The described MA / AR LDF according to
Fig. 1 and spectral weighting by means of
a DFT AS FB (realized by the overlap-add
method) have been employed for noise reduc-
tion. The soft-gain MMSE spectral estimator

[6] with a decision-directed SNR estimation [7]
based on minimum statistics [8] has been used
to calculate the gains Wi(k

′) at time-intervals
of r = M/2 samples. White noise with vary-
ing amplification has been added to a male
speech sequence to achieve different signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs) for the noisy input speech
(16 kHz sampling frequency).
The performance of the noise reduction has
been measured by the cepstral distance (CD)
and the segmental SNR including only frames
with speech activity, e.g., [9]. The CD is
a frequency-domain measure to account for

speech distortions, calculated by the clean
speech and processed output speech.

2For speech enhancement systems, the more correlated input

speech and processed speech can be taken in a simulation.
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AS FB : M = L = 256
AS FB : M = L = 64
MA LDF : M = 256, P = 64

AR LDF : M = 256, P = 24
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Figure 2: CD and segmental SNR achieved by

noise reduction based on the LDF and the AS

FB for white noise (r = M/2).

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. The

use of the MA LDF and AR LDF leads to a
slightly increased CD compared to the AS FB
with M =256 due to the filter approximation,
but the LDF achieves a significantly lower
signal delay: The AS FB with M =256 causes
an (algorithmic) signal delay of 255 samples,
whereas the (linear phase) MA filter causes
a delay of 32 samples. The AR filter has a
varying signal delay of only up to 2 samples
according to Eq. (9). Informal listening tests
have revealed no significant differences for the
subjective speech quality. The LDF achieves a

higher segmental SNR than the AS FB with
M =64 and signal delay of 63 samples.

A parameter tuning, as proposed in [1], can
be made to improve the noise reduction per-
formance for this DFT size. However, this
approach might be problematic in practice,
if a noise reduction system is composed of

different (independent) software modules for
gain calculation, noise estimation, filtering etc.
In this case, the LDF approach is more suitable

to fulfill demanded signal delay constraints.

5. Conclusions

A low delay filter structure for adaptive noise
reduction has been proposed. This approach
allows to control the trade-off between signal
on one hand, and achieved noise attenuation
and speech quality on the other hand in a
simple and flexible manner since no parameter
adjustment for the spectral gain calculation is
required. The MA LDF is based on an FIR
filter and provides a simple method to decrease
the signal delay. The AR LDF is based on
a minimum phase IIR filter and can achieve

a signal delay of only a few samples. The
LDF approach yields a higher amount of noise
reduction than an AS FB with the same delay.
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